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ABSTRACT

An obstacle for the further adoption of speech interfaces
is the significant development time needed to port an
existing system into a new domain or language. The
portability of Spoken Dialogue Systems (SDS) is heav-
ily depended on the availability of grammars for the
domains/languages of interest. Tool-assisted grammar
development can significantly reduce manual labor en-
abling the rapid porting of SDS. Such tools span from
grammar editing environments [1] to algorithms of gram-
mar induction [2]. We propose a grammar induction
platform that has been developed in tight collaboration
between the research community and commercial SDS
grammar developers. Among the platform aims is to help
automate the grammar development and localization
process. Unlike previous approaches [1, 3] that have fo-
cused on full automation, we adopt a human-in-the-loop
approach were a developer bootstraps each grammar rule
or request type with a few examples (use cases) and
then machine learning algorithms are used to propose
grammar rule enhancements to the developer. The en-
hancements are post-edited by the developer and new
rule suggestions are proposed by the system iteratively
until a grammar of sufficient quality is achieved.
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1. BRIEF PLATFORM DESCRIPTION

The PortDial/SpeDial methodology brings together the
business and the research grammar development method-
ologies. The high level logical architecture reflects that
reality, having a grammar development frontend (acces-
sible to the grammar developer) and a backend with a

collection of research modules for supporting the fron-
tend functionality.

The PortDial/SpeDial platform is an environment for
the authoring, editing and machine-aided enhancement
of spoken dialogue grammars and associated domain
ontologies. The functionality of the platform is based
on the state-of-the-art of grammar authoring tools in the
speech services industry (e.g., NuGram by NuEcho and
WebSphere by IBM), augmented with machine-aided
grammar and ontology enhancement functionality, show-
casing the main breakthroughs of it. The following is
a list of key features that also exists in state-of-the-art
grammar authoring environments today. 1)Basic editing
of grammars: An ABNF editor is used for authoring
and editing the grammars. 2)Grammar generator: This
is a tool that supports grammar rule (un)folding. 3)
Grammar Analysis: The analysis tool provides statistics
about the rule generation, e.g., the number of generated
phrases/sentences. 4)Sentence parser and parse visu-
alization: This is part of the test and evaluation toolset,
in which the user can provide test cases (i.e., example
sentences) to investigate whether they are parsable by
the grammar authored. The platform also supports a list
of enhanced features that do not exist in state-of-the-
art grammar authoring environments and constitutes the
novelty of the PortDial/SpeDial platform. 1)Ontology
editing tool: The purpose here is to create an explicit
link between the domain semantics and the grammar
authoring process in order to improve portability and
grammar clarity. 2)Grammar visualization: The gram-
mar is visualized following a graph-based representation.
3) Machine-aided grammar induction and enhancement
tools. This is the core novel functionality added to the
platform [4, 5]. Starting from a (small) bootstrap gram-
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Fig. 1. Screenshots from the frontend interface. Grammar editor:(a) text-based, and (b) ontology-based. Auto-induced
grammar rules that can be post-edited by the user: (c) terminal rules, and (d) non-terminal rules.

mar, the system process a text corpus, induces grammar
rules from this corpus, and then passes on the induced
rules to the user to edit. This process is repeated un-
til a criterion is met, e.g., sufficient grammar coverage.
In Fig.1, some screenshots of the platform interface
are provided dealing with the editing of the grammar
(Fig.1(a)–(b)), and the induction of terminal (Fig.1(c))
and non-terminal rules (Fig.1(d)). The basic platform
version was developed as part of the (completed) Port-
Dial project serving as a basis for our current work
dealing with the induction of statistical grammars as part
of the ongoing SpeDial project. A user’s manual for the
platform is provided in [6].
Demonstration Plan.During the session we will present
a real time, interactive demonstration using the web-
based frontend of the basic functionality of the platform.
In addition, a tutorial video1 accompanies the platform2

focusing on the novel aspects (i.e., grammar induction)
of it. The video dramatizes a conversation between two
grammar developers, who interact with the platform and
think how they can utilize the provided functionality in
order to automate their daily tasks.
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